Introduction
============

The changes in blood flow, volume and oxygenation that accompany brain activation are collectively referred to as the hemodynamic response. Cerebral hemodynamics are of interest to cognitive neuroscience as they form the basis of non-invasive human brain imaging techniques such as Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) fMRI (Kwong et al., [@B27]; Ogawa et al., [@B43]). However, stimulus-evoked hemodynamic responses are known to display considerable inter-trial variability (Aguirre et al., [@B1]); and the sources of this variation are poorly understood. The ubiquitous low frequency fluctuations in "resting state" hemodynamics (Biswal et al., [@B5]; Mayhew et al., [@B38]; Lowe et al., [@B31]; Obrig et al., [@B42]; Spitzer et al., [@B48]; Greicius et al., [@B18]; Majeed et al., [@B32]) could be one possible source of the variation in subsequent stimulus-evoked responses. Understanding whether ongoing and evoked hemodynamics sum linearly is an important prerequisite for developing methods to reduce inter-trial variability. In the case of multiple successive stimulus presentations (Malonek et al., [@B33]) both linear (Martindale et al., [@B34]) and non-linear (Cannestra et al., [@B6]) summation has been reported. In the case of ongoing and evoked hemodynamics, a recent study suggests that ongoing hemodynamic activity may contribute to the variation in stimulus-evoked hemodynamic responses (Fox et al., [@B13]), in a similar fashion to that in which resting cortical activity contributes to the variance in evoked neural responses (Arieli et al., [@B2]). Fox and colleagues measured task related BOLD signal changes in motor cortex and found inter-trial variability. Subsequent subtraction of coherent spontaneous BOLD fluctuations from the cortex contralateral to that activated by the task, reduced inter-trial variability and therefore suggested a superposition of evoked and ongoing hemodynamics. Another approach for examining the role of spontaneous pre-stimulus fluctuations in the trial-to-trial variability of stimulus-evoked neurophysiological data, is to group trials based on some property of their pre-stimulus time series, average trials in each group and examine whether the mean groups responses differ (Sauseng et al., [@B45]). To investigate whether this approach could confirm and extend the findings of Fox et al. ([@B13]) we first recorded whisker pad stimulus-evoked cortical hemodynamics in the rodent barrel cortex of anesthetized rodents with 2-dimensional optical imaging spectroscopy (2D-OIS, Devor et al., [@B8]; Berwick et al., [@B4], [@B3]). This allowed measurement of the individual components of the hemodynamic response (oxyhemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin and total hemoglobin) at a higher temporal resolution than that afforded by fMRI. Data was examined on a trial by trial basis and grouped based on pre-stimulus hemodynamics. As hemodynamic fluctuations are oscillatory in nature (Mayhew et al., [@B38]), an identical magnitude of hemodynamics occurs at two distinct phases (e.g., 0° and 180°). Therefore if trials were grouped based on the magnitude of hemodynamic activity at stimulus onset, information regarding whether the fluctuation was "rising" or "falling" at this time point would be lost. Therefore the metric of pre-stimulus hemodynamic activity chosen to "classify" individual trials, was not the magnitude of pre-stimulus hemodynamic activities but their phase angle at stimulus onset. Individual trials were then averaged according to the phase of their pre-stimulus hemodynamic fluctuations. This revealed that cortical hemodynamics display distinct responses to sensory stimuli depending on the phase of pre-stimulus fluctuations. To investigate the origin of this phenomenon, null trials of identical duration were collected where no stimuli were presented. Phase averaged "null trial data" was then used to investigate whether ongoing and evoked hemodynamics linearly superpose by examining times series produced by subtracting phase averaged "null trial data" from phase averaged stimulus-evoked trials.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Animal preparation (N = 6)
--------------------------

Female Hooded Lister rats weighing between 250 g and 400 g were kept in a 12-h dark/light cycle environment at a temperature of 22°C with food and water *ad libitum*. Prior to surgery, animals were anesthetized with urethane (1.25 g/kg i.p.). Rectal temperature was maintained at 37°C throughout surgical and experimental procedures using a homeothermic blanket (Harvard). Animals were tracheotomized to allow artificial ventilation and measurement of end-tidal CO~2~. Ventilation parameters were adjusted to maintain blood gas measurements and end-tidal CO~2~ within physiological limits. The femoral vein and artery were cannulated to allow drug infusion and measurement of mean arterial blood pressure respectively. Phenylephrine (0.13--0.26 mg/hr) was infused to maintain blood pressure between physiological limits (MABP, 100--110 mmHg). Animals were placed in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instruments) and the skull overlying the somatosensory cortex was thinned to translucency with a dental drill under constant cooling with saline. A plastic "well" was attached to the thinned skull and filled with saline (37°C) to reduce specularities from the skull surface. All procedures were carried out in accord with Home Office regulations.

2D optical imaging spectroscopy estimates of hemoglobin changes
---------------------------------------------------------------

Images of the cortical surface were collected with a high-speed CCD camera. The cortex was sequentially illuminated with four wavelengths (two pairs) of light (495 ± 31 and 587 ± 9 nm FWHM; 559 ± 16 nm and 575 ± 14 FWHM ) with a Lambda DG-4 high-speed filter changer (Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA, USA) and stabilized 300W xenon arc light source (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The wavelengths in each pair are chosen such that they sample a similar same tissue volume. However, for each of the two wavelengths in each pair, one is associated with a greater absorption co-efficient for oxyhemoglobin than deoxyhemoglobin and the other is associated with a greater absorption co-efficient for deoxyhemoglobin than oxyhemoglobin. The camera data collection (30 Hz) was synchronized to filter changing such that each subsequent image was collected with a different wavelength of cortical illumination. This "multi-wavelength" optical imaging data was subject to spectral analysis using a modified beer Lambert law that corrects for the wavelength dependency of photon path length (Mayhew et al., [@B37]) and has been used previously to analyze this form of spectroscopic data (Berwick et al., [@B4], [@B3]). This allowed estimation of changes in total hemoglobin concentration (Hbt), oxyhemoglobin concentration (HbO~2~) and deoxyhemoglobin concentration (Hbr). As data from each of the four wavelengths of illumination were required for spectral estimates of hemoglobin changes the effective sampling frequency was that of the camera frame rate divided by 4 (30/4 = 7.5). The baseline value of cortical Hbt was set at 104 μM which was estimated by a previous MRI study in rodent (Kennerley et al., [@B26]).

![**A schematic diagram of the absorption spectra of oxyhemoglobin (HbO~2~) and deoxyhemoglobin (Hbr) displaying the choices of wavelengths of filters for the incident illumination used for optical imaging spectroscopy**.](fnene-02-00023-g001){#F1}

Stimulus presentation, paradigms and data analysis
--------------------------------------------------

All stimulus presentation was controlled through a 1401plus (CED Ltd, UK) running custom-written code with stimulus onset time locked to the CCD camera. Electrical stimulation of the whole whisker pad was delivered via stainless steel electrodes inserted in an anterior direction each side of the whisker pad (Mayhew et al., [@B36]; Jones et al., [@B22], [@B23], [@B25], [@B21]; Sheth et al., [@B46]). All electrical stimuli were presented for 3 s at 1 Hz with a 0.3 ms individual pulse width at an intensity of 1.2 mA (Jones et al., [@B25], [@B21], [@B24]). No change in MABP, heart rate or PCO~2~ were observed at this stimulus intensity suggesting that the measured hemodynamic responses were not contaminated by systemic physiological changes. Trials were 24-s long with a 1-s inter-trial interval. Stimulation occurred on the 8th second of each trial. Experimental runs consisted of 30 trials. In each experimental run, either stimuli were presented or else data with identical parameters were collected without presenting stimuli. 6--9 experimental runs (180--270 trials) where stimuli were presented (termed "stimulus-evoked") and 6--8 experimental runs (180--240 trials) where stimuli were not presented (termed "nulls") were collected for each animal (*n* = 6).

For each animal, trial averaged images of total Hbt changes following stimulus presentation were analyzed using a signal source separation algorithm (Molgedey and Schuster, [@B40]) as previously described (Zheng et al., [@B53]). This procedure has been shown on numerous occasions to localize spatially discrete activations of barrel cortex which show excellent concordance with cytochrome oxidase histology in tangential (Jones et al., [@B22], [@B23]) and coronal sections (Jones et al., [@B25]). "Barrel maps" were registered with images of cortical surface for selection of a region of interest (ROI). A parenchymal ROI was selected in the center of the active barrel region avoiding overlying surface vasculature. This ROI was used to provide time series of hemodynamics for each "stimulus-evoked" or "null" trial for each animal.

Trial averaging according to phase of spontaneous pre-stimulus hemodynamic fluctuations
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A Hilbert transform (Matlab™ function "Hilbert") was used to calculate the phase of the ongoing pre-stimulus fluctuations in Hbt. Briefly, this technique assumes the time series to be the real part of a complex signal and determines the imaginary part. The phase is calculated as the inverse tangent of the ratio of the imaginary and real signals (Pikovsky et al., [@B44]). This allows calculation of the instantaneous phase of an ongoing time series even if the time series is not precisely sinusoidal (Haslinger et al., [@B20]) and has been extensively used to characterize EEG data (Le Van Quyen et al., [@B29]; Le Van Quyen and Bragin, [@B28]). For clarity phase angle is expressed in degrees (rather than radians) and between 0 and 360. Trials were then assigned to one of four groups (0--90°; 90--180°; 180--270°; 270--360°) based on the phase of the ongoing fluctuations in Hbt immediately before stimulus onset. In the case of trials in which stimuli were not presented, phase was calculated for an identical period (8 s) of the time series and trials were again averaged based on the phase found at the 8-s time point (corresponding to the time of stimulus onset in the stimulus presentation trials. Again trials were then assigned to one of four groups (0°--90°; 90°--180°; 180°--270°; 270°--360° and averaged).

Results
=======

The trial and animal averaged whisker evoked cortical hemodynamic response
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Trial and animal averaging revealed the characteristic cortical hemodynamic response elicited by stimulation of the whisker pad as measured by optical imaging spectroscopy (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Following stimulus onset there was an increase in total Hbt and an increase in oxyhemoglobin (HbO~2~) concentration. Changes in deoxyhemoglobin (Hbr) concentration were biphasic displaying a small early increase shortly after stimulus onset, then decreasing below pre-stimulus baseline.

![**Mean cortical hemodynamics in response to sensory stimuli as measured by optical imaging spectroscopy**. Changes in Total Hemoglobin (Hbt), oxyhemoglobin (HbO~2~) and deoxyhemoglobin (Hbr) following presentation of electrical whisker pad stimuli (3 s, 1 Hz, 1.2 mA).](fnene-02-00023-g002){#F2}

Individual trial data displays inter-trial variability and spontaneous pre-stimulus fluctuations
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

However, examination of individual trials suggested that stimulus-evoked hemodynamic responses displayed considerable inter-trial variability (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Twenty trials of the stimulus-evoked changes in hemodynamics from a single subject are shown for example (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Individual trial data show variability in response magnitude and contain low frequency spontaneous fluctuations in the pre-stimulus "baseline" period. Indeed examination of trials in which stimuli were not presented reveals low frequency fluctuations in Hbt, HbO~2~ and Hbr (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A). The frequency of these low frequency fluctuations was ∼0.1 Hz (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B) as previously reported (Mayhew et al., [@B38]; Spitzer et al., [@B48]; Majeed et al., [@B32]). Hbt fluctuations led those of HbO~2~, while HbO~2~ and Hbr were approximately in anti-phase (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A). It can be observed that hemodynamics contain low frequency fluctuations with higher frequency "noise" superimposed on the time series (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A,B). These higher frequency fluctuations are orders of magnitude lower than the predominant fluctuations at ∼ 0.1 Hz (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C). The data were smoothed using a Savitzky--Golay filter with a 3rd order polynominal to remove higher frequency components from the data. It can be seen that this does not alter the phase, frequency or magnitude of the data (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C). It simply removes the higher frequency "noise" which is well outside the frequency range of the low frequency fluctuations (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and therefore do not require more sophisticated removal techniques. The source of this higher frequency component is most likely to be due to breathing as animals are artificially respirated at a rate of between 1--2 Hz and in individual animals (e.g., Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}E) a peak at similar frequency (∼1.2 Hz in this case) can be seen in the Fourier transform of both the end-tidal CO~2~ trace and the cortical hemodynamics.

![**Cortical hemodynamic responses display considerable inter-trial variability**. Twenty individual "un-averaged" trials of the changes in Total Hemoglobin (Hbt), oxyhemoglobin (HbO~2~) and deoxyhemoglobin (Hbr) following presentation of electrical whisker pad stimuli (3 s, 1 Hz, 1.2 mA) as measured by optical imaging spectroscopy.](fnene-02-00023-g003){#F3}

![**Cortical hemodynamics display low frequency fluctuations in the absence of stimulus presentation**. **(A)** The time series of the changes in Total Hemoglobin (Hbt), oxyhemoglobin (HbO~2~) and deoxyhemoglobin (Hbr) from of a single example trial where stimulus was not presented. **(B)** The same data as **(A)** smoothed with a Savitzky--Golay filter. **(C)** Mean power spectra of all trials in which stimuli were not presented. **(D)** Mean power spectra of all trials in which stimuli were not presented following smoothing procedure. **(E)** Fourier spectrum of total Hbt and end-tidal PCO~2~ measurements from an example animal.](fnene-02-00023-g004){#F4}

Averaging trials according to the phase of spontaneous pre-stimulus hemodynamic fluctuations at stimulus onset
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Data was examined on a trial by trial basis and grouped based on pre-stimulus hemodynamics. The question arises as to which metric of pre-stimulus hemodynamics to use to classify trials. As hemodynamic fluctuations are oscillatory in nature (Mayhew et al., [@B38]; Majeed et al., [@B32]) at any particular time point their time series could be classified by phase or magnitude. As an identical magnitude of hemodynamics could occur at two distinct phases (e.g., 0° and 180°), if trials were grouped based on the magnitude of hemodynamic activity at stimulus onset, information regarding whether the fluctuation was "rising" or "falling" at this time point would be lost. Therefore the metric of pre-stimulus hemodynamic activity chosen to "classify" individual trials, was their phase angle at stimulus onset. The Hilbert transform was used to calculate the phase of each data point of the pre-stimulus period of Hbt (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The Hilbert transform is advantageous in that it can track the instantaneous phase of a time series even if the time series is not perfectly sinusoidal or periodic, from as little data as 3 data points. However, this means that this method could be relatively sensitive to noise. Notwithstanding, reasonable estimates of phase of the raw data can be obtained (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A) albeit with "noise" commensurate with that in the original time series and "difficulty" at some time points. As such, before the Hilbert transform was used to estimate phase the data was first smoothed using a Savitzky--Golay filter with a 3rd order polynominal to remove higher frequency components (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"},[5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Following filtering, it can clearly be seen that the Hilbert transform is accurately tracking the ongoing phase of the predominant 0.1 Hz component (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}D).

![**Hilbert transform allows estimation of the instantaneous phase of spontaneous cortical hemodynamic fluctuations**. **(A)** The time series of the changes in oxyhemoglobin (HbO~2~) from a single example trial where stimuli were not presented. **(B)** The phase angle for each time point of the data presented in **(A)** calculated using the Hilbert transform. **(C)** The same data as that presented in **(A)**, smoothed with a Savitzky--Golay filter. **(D)** The phase angle for each time point of the data presented in **(C)** calculated using the Hilbert transform. A small section of **(C)** is highlighted in red and the phase calculated from these time points alone is highlighted in red in **(D)**. This suggests that a commensurate estimate of phase can be obtained after tracking only several seconds of data to that obtained by tracking the phase of the data for 8 s preceding these time points.](fnene-02-00023-g005){#F5}

A total of 1404 trials were taken from six animals and were ranked according to their phase at the time point of stimulus onset. Phase was calculated for the 8-s pre-stimulus period for each trial. To demonstrate this was a sufficient time period to reliably estimate the phase at the time point of stimulus onset, an 8-s subsection of a longer time series is shown (highlighted in red Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C). After several seconds (∼2 s) the estimate of phase for this segment (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}D) is similar than that obtained by tracking the phase of the time series preceding this segment. This suggests that 8 s is a sufficient time period to estimate the phase of these fluctuations. Trials regardless of subject origin were then assigned to one of four groups according to the phase angle of the spontaneous hemodynamic fluctuations (0°--90°; 90°--180°; 180°--270°; 270°--360°) in Hbt at the single time point before stimulus onset. Examination of the pre-stimulus time series in each of the phase groups suggests that the analysis procedure is effective (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B) in that each mean phase averaged time series differs from one another and appears to display an expected appropriate time course. To illustrate this further an artificial sine wave is shown for comparison (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A). Furthermore this averaging procedure does not alter the frequency of the low frequency components as the Fourier spectrum of the pre-stimulus phase averaged time series is similar to that observed for data collected in the absence of stimuli (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}C compared to Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C).

![**Cortical total hemoglobin responses to sensory stimuli**. **(A)** An artificial sine wave with respect to angle in degrees is shown for reference. **(B)** Hbt responses to sensory stimuli were grouped based on the phase of their pre-stimulus fluctuations at stimulus onset and averaged. **(C)** Power spectra of pre-stimulus fluctuations following phase averaging procedure. **(D)** Mean maxima of Hbt changes evoked by sensory stimuli depending on the phase of pre-stimulus fluctuations at stimulus onset.](fnene-02-00023-g006){#F6}

Subsequent "phase-averaged" total hemoglobin responses evoked by sensory stimuli were of differing magnitudes (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}D). The magnitude of the stimulus-evoked increases in Hbt was smallest in the 0°--90° group, followed by in the 270°--360° group and 90°--180° group and was largest in the 180°--270° group (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Trials were treated as subjects for statistical analyses. An independent groups ANOVA suggested that Hbt maxima differed significantly in these phase groups (*F* = 86.614, df error = 1284, *p* = 0.000). Bonferroni corrected *post hoc* tests suggested the Hbt maxima in each phase group differed significantly (*p* = 0.000) from one another apart from between the 90°--180°group and the 180°--270° group (*p* = 0.520).

"Null" trials in which stimuli were not presented
-------------------------------------------------

To investigate the possible origin of this phenomenon, data from trials in which no stimuli were presented were also averaged based on the phase of their Hbt fluctuations at a time point that corresponded to stimulus onset (8 s in each trial) in the stimulus presentation trials. This resulted in phase averaged time series that were identical to phase averaged stimulus-evoked responses during the "pre-stimulus" period (compare Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A and Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}B). However, the time series differed after stimulus presentation with the phase averaged null trials providing an indication of the average "behavior" of the hemodynamics for each phase group had a stimulus not occurred. In the case of the phase averaged "null" trials there appears to be a slight dampening of the fluctuations after a certain period (approximately 10 s). This is because the fluctuations are not perfectly sinusoidal and periodic and as such, averaging trials together that are grouped for phase at a certain time point does not result in an infinite time series of unvarying amplitude. To investigate whether the differences in stimulus-evoked responses in each phase group were due to superposition of ongoing and evoked hemodynamics, phase averaged "nulls" were subtracted from phase averaged stimulus-evoked responses. This subtraction resulted in four similar time series that closely resembled the time series of the mean of all trials without phase averaging (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C). Slight differences between the "phase averaged responses" and the mean response may have been due to non-identical trial numbers in each of the phase groups. Similar phenomenon could be observed in the other components of the hemodynamic response as measured by optical imaging spectroscopy, oxyhemoglobin (HbO~2~, Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}A) and deoxyhemoglobin (Hbr, Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}A). When changes in oxyhemoglobin concentration were averaged on the basis of their phase at stimulus onset they also displayed differences in magnitudes (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Likewise, subtraction of phase averaged HbO~2~ null trials from phase averaged stimulus-evoked trials also resulted in four similar time series. A commensurate phenomenon was observed for changes in Hbr (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Linear superposition of sensory-evoked and ongoing cortical total hemoglobin concentration changes (Hbt)**. **(A)** Hbt responses to sensory stimuli were grouped based on the phase of their pre-stimulus fluctuations at stimulus onset and averaged. **(B)** Hbt trial data without presentation of sensory stimuli ("nulls") are grouped based on the phase of their pre-stimulus fluctuations at the same time point within each trial and averaged. **(C)** Subtraction of the phase averaged stimulus-evoked responses from their phase averaged null counterpart results in four similar time series.](fnene-02-00023-g007){#F7}

![**Linear superposition of sensory-evoked and ongoing cortical oxyhemoglobin concentration changes (HbO~2~)**. **(A)** HbO~2~ responses to sensory stimuli were grouped based on the phase of their pre-stimulus fluctuations at stimulus onset and averaged. **(B)** HbO~2~ trial data without presentation of sensory stimuli ("nulls") are grouped based on the phase of their pre-stimulus fluctuations at the same time point within each trial and averaged. **(C)** Subtraction of the phase averaged stimulus-evoked responses from their phase averaged null counterpart results in four similar time series.](fnene-02-00023-g008){#F8}

![**Linear superposition of sensory-evoked and ongoing cortical deoxyhemoglobin concentration changes (Hbr)**. **(A)** Hbr responses to sensory stimuli were grouped based on the phase of their pre-stimulus fluctuations at stimulus onset and averaged. **(B)** Hbr trial data without presentation of sensory stimuli ("nulls") are grouped based on the phase of their pre-stimulus fluctuations at the same time point within each trial and averaged. **(C)** Subtraction of the phase averaged stimulus-evoked responses from their phase averaged null counterpart results in four similar time series.](fnene-02-00023-g009){#F9}

An additional analysis was performed to investigate whether these phenomena were due to simply averaging subsets of trials rather than the suggested averaging of trials based on their phase at stimulus onset (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Trials were randomly allocated to four groups and averaged. It can be clearly seen that in case of stimulus-evoked responses, group averaging resulted in four similar time series that closely resembled the mean of all trials. In the case of trials where stimuli were not presented, this resulted in time series in which little remnants of spontaneous fluctuations remained. Unsurprisingly, subtraction of the phase averaged stimulus-evoked responses from their phase averaged null counterparts produced little alteration of the "group-averaged" time series.

![**Random assignment of sensory-evoked and ongoing cortical total hemodynamics to four groups**. **(A)** Hemodynamic responses to sensory stimuli were randomly assigned to one of four groups and averaged. **(B)** Hemodynamic trial data without presentation of sensory stimuli ("nulls") were randomly assigned to one of four groups and averaged. **(C)** Subtraction of the group-averaged stimulus-evoked responses from their "group-averaged" null counterparts.](fnene-02-00023-g010){#F10}

Discussion
==========

The data and analyses presented here extend and confirm the finding of Fox et al. ([@B13]) by further demonstrating interaction between stimulus-evoked and ongoing cortical hemodynamics. The data and analyses presented here suggest that depending on the phase of ongoing cortical hemodynamic fluctuations at stimulus onset, stimulus-evoked hemodynamics display different magnitudes and temporal dynamics. To investigate the origin of the interaction between spontaneous and motor-evoked fMRI signals, Fox and colleagues utilized the coherent fluctuations from the contralateral motor cortex that was not activated by task demands (Fox et al., [@B13]). Subtraction of these spontaneous fluctuations on a trial-to-trial basis removed a significant component of the variability of the stimulus-evoked responses (Fox et al., [@B13]). As in the somatosensory system of the anesthetized rodent, sensory stimuli have been shown to elicit changes in metabolic and hemodynamic parameters in cortex both ipsilateral and contralateral to the sensory stimulus (Devor et al., [@B9]) adopting a similar approach to Fox and colleagues in this animal model would have resulted in the subtraction of sensory responses rather than just coherent spontaneous fluctuations. Thus rather than compare coherent fluctuations from contralateral barrel cortex during stimulus presentation, we collected data in the absence of stimuli from the same barrel cortex ROI selected for stimulus-evoked trials. The use of optical techniques also enabled measurement of the different aspects of the hemodynamic response that underlie the fMRI response. In addition, for each aspect of the hemodynamic response: HbO~2~, Hbr and Hbt, these "null" trials were also sorted on the basis of their phase at the time point corresponding to stimulus presentation in the stimulus-evoked trials. Phase averaged null trials were subtracted from their phase averaged counterparts and the similarity of the resultant time series strongly suggests a linear superposition of ongoing and evoked cortical hemodynamics.

Spontaneous fluctuations in hemodynamic based brain imaging signals have also become of interest to cognitive neuroscience as they display temporal coherence in functionally related neuroanatomical structures and as such, fMRI data collected in the absence of stimuli or tasks (often termed "resting state") is now routinely used to assess functional connectivity (Biswal et al., [@B5]; Lowe et al., [@B31]; Hampson et al., [@B19]; Greicius et al., [@B18]; van de Ven et al., [@B49]; Fox et al., [@B14], [@B12]). However, the 0.1 Hz fluctuation investigated here typically forms the upper limit of the frequency spectrum of fluctuations used in such studies for connectivity analysis, as the data is pre-filtered below this frequency before subsequent correlation analyses are conducted. Vincent et al. ([@B50]) inferred functional connectivity from spontaneous fMRI signals in both human subjects and non-human primates. They filtered their data into different frequency ranges depending on species, which may suggest that spontaneous fMRI fluctuations may have different predominant frequencies between species. However, Obrig et al. ([@B42]) reviewed studies making transcranial Doppler sonography (Zhang et al., [@B51],[@B52]), near infrared spectroscopy (Elwell et al., [@B10], [@B11]) and fMRI (Mitra et al., [@B39]) measures of spontaneous fluctuations in cerebral hemodynamics in humans and Laser Doppler flowmetry (Golanov and Reis, [@B16]) or optical (Mayhew et al., [@B38]) measures of cerebral hemodynamics in animals. They found that the majority of studies reported fluctuations at ∼ 0.1 Hz regardless of species. Notwithstanding the variety of frequencies that may be present in cerebral hemodynamics, we chose to investigate the 0.1 Hz component due to its ubiquitous presence in previous research (Obrig et al., [@B42]). The question arises as to the origin of the fluctuations at the 0.1 Hz frequency. There is increasing evidence that spontaneous fluctuations in hemodynamic fMRI signals in general are related to spontaneous neural activity. Logothetis et al. ([@B30]) was able to generate a BOLD fMRI impulse response function by deconvolving "spontaneous" fMRI data with simultaneous measures of LFP from primate. A correlation between spontaneous LFP, MUA, action potential rate and fMRI fluctuations at an appropriate temporal lag over large regions in the visual cortex was found in this animal model in a subsequent study (Shmuel and Leopold, [@B47]) when the anesthetized and paralyzed animals viewed either a gray image (seven animals) or were in complete darkness (two animals). However, the 0.1 Hz oscillation in particular, has also been hypothesized to be vaso- or myogenic in origin (Morita et al., [@B41]) due to similar 0.1 Hz oscillations in hemodynamics being found in peripheral tissues in addition to brain, such as the testes (Damber et al., [@B7]; Mayhew et al., [@B35]). However, a recent study making MRI measures of spontaneous BOLD fluctuations in rat found that connectivity maps could be created from both the more typically used slower frequency components and the 0.1 Hz oscillation (Majeed et al., [@B32]). This could suggest the 0.1 Hz is in some way related to spontaneous activity or functionally connected regions happened to have correlated vasogenic 0.1 Hz oscillations. Friston et al. ([@B15]) convolved a hemodynamic impulse response function with simulated stochastic neural activity and found the resulting time series strongly resembled the characteristic 0.1 Hz spontaneous fluctuations recorded in optical studies (Mayhew et al., [@B38]; Spitzer et al., [@B48]) suggesting that the time course of 0.1 Hz hemodynamic fluctuations could be produced by spontaneous neural activity despite the fact that spontaneous neural activity may occur at a different temporal scale. Golanov et al. ([@B17]) demonstrated temporal concordance of spontaneous EEG burst preceding CBF oscillations, some of which were in frequencies around the 0.1 Hz range. Future work using combined electrophysiology and optical measures of hemodynamics may provide further information whether the 0.1 Hz hemodynamics oscillations are related to spontaneous activity. Regardless of the origin of the 0.1 Hz component the present investigation demonstrates how it may contribute to the variability in stimulus-evoked responses. A finding which may prove to be useful in interpreting individual trials of hemodynamic based neuroimaging data.

Conclusion
----------

The present investigation demonstrates that stimulus-evoked cortical hemodynamics may demonstrate inter-trial variability based on attributes of pre-stimulus ongoing fluctuations.
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